Web 2.0 Goes Telco

The Invite Friends Mashup
A Kapsch & IBM Cooperation
“IBM Mashup Center shall invoke a JAIN SLEE container over ParlayX to establish a SIP call using our Open IMS”

Quote from a job interview
“Cool – does it matter that I don’t know IBM Mashup Center, SIP, ParlayX, IMS and JAIN SLEE?!?”

Quote from a job interview
Telco Speak For Rookies

- SIP – like Skype on open protocols
- JAIN SLEE – like EJB for asynchronous processing
- ParlayX – telco functionality on web services
- IMS – merge internet with telephony
Contacts from multiple social networking sites appear in contact list

Feed mashup used to merge data from multiple Internet sources

Use telecom standard ParlayX services to determine user presence, color coding their status

Select contacts to communicate with via email, SMS or Third Party Call

Create new blog entry and send SMS message notifying contacts
Invite Friends Mashup
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The Buddy Finder

- Location data for map
- Presence data as color
- Mouse click to trigger an email, instant message or SIP call
Feed the Blog

- Create a blog on WordPress
- Send notifications to your buddies
A problem has been detected and Windows has been shut down to prevent damage to your computer.

The problem seems to be caused by the following file: SPCMDCON.SYS

PAGE_FAULT_IN_NONPAGED_AREA

If this is the first time you've seen this STOP error screen, restart your computer. If this screen appears again, follow these steps:

Check to make sure any new hardware or software is properly installed.
If this is a new installation, ask your hardware or software manufacturer for any Windows updates you might need.

If problems continue, disable or remove any newly installed hardware or software. Disable BIOS memory options such as caching or shadowing.
If you need to use Safe Mode to remove or disable components, restart your computer, press F8 to select Advanced Startup Options, and then select Safe Mode.

Technical information:

*** STOP: 0x00000050 (0xFD3094C2, 0xC0000001, 0xFBFE7617, 0x00000000)

*** SPCMDCON.SYS - Address FBFE7617 base at FBFE5000, DateStamp 3d6dd67c
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